
 

  

Open Storage Bins & BoxesOpen Storage Bins & Boxes

Tote Foldable Washable LargeTote Foldable Washable Large
Storage Bins Basket WaterStorage Bins Basket Water

ResistantResistant

Reusable GroceryReusable Grocery

Bags 3-Pack FoldableBags 3-Pack Foldable

Washable LargeWashable Large

Storage Bins BasketStorage Bins Basket

Water ResistantWater Resistant

Shopping Tote Bag Shopping Tote Bag

OUr multifunctional tote bagsOUr multifunctional tote bags
can be used as a storagecan be used as a storage
basket to organize toys/basket to organize toys/

books/CDs or to carry andbooks/CDs or to carry and
organize laundry, cleaningorganize laundry, cleaning

supplies, art supplies,supplies, art supplies,
scrapbook items, and schoolscrapbook items, and school
work. Perfect way to organizework. Perfect way to organize
clutter. The storage tote alsoclutter. The storage tote also
works as a reusable groceryworks as a reusable grocery

bag to carry groceries and fitsbag to carry groceries and fits
well in a shopping cart towell in a shopping cart to

organize while shopping. Alsoorganize while shopping. Also

Collapsible Closet OrganizerCollapsible Closet Organizer
Bins Storage Box with WindowBins Storage Box with Window

Clear Window FabricClear Window Fabric

Storage Bin OrganizerStorage Bin Organizer

for Closet Shelvesfor Closet Shelves

Home Storage CubesHome Storage Cubes

Organizer withOrganizer with

HandlesHandles

Cube Storage Bins, 3 PacksCube Storage Bins, 3 Packs
Clear Window Fabric StorageClear Window Fabric Storage

Bin Organizer for ClosetBin Organizer for Closet
Shelves Home Storage CubesShelves Home Storage Cubes

Organizer with HandlesOrganizer with Handles

HIGH QUALITY:HIGH QUALITY:

The   collapsible storage binsThe   collapsible storage bins
with windows provide largewith windows provide large
storage space. The size ofstorage space. The size of

fabric bins is approximately:fabric bins is approximately:
10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These
storage cube bins can meetstorage cube bins can meet

Metal Frame Wardrobe ClothesMetal Frame Wardrobe Clothes
Storage BoxStorage Box

 Metal Metal

FrameWardrobeFrameWardrobe

Clothes StorageClothes Storage

Box PortableBox Portable

Closet OrganizerCloset Organizer

Mesh SeparationMesh Separation

Storage BoxStorage Box

Foldable ClosetFoldable Closet

Drawer OrganizerDrawer Organizer

For Underwear,SoFor Underwear,So
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perfect for packing picnics andperfect for packing picnics and
snacks and carrying suppliessnacks and carrying supplies

for the beach or camping.for the beach or camping.
Organize items in car or trunk.Organize items in car or trunk.

HIGH QUALITY:HIGH QUALITY:

The   collapsible storage binsThe   collapsible storage bins
with windows provide largewith windows provide large
storage space. The size ofstorage space. The size of

fabric bins is approximately:fabric bins is approximately:
10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These
storage cube bins can meetstorage cube bins can meet
various storage needs whilevarious storage needs while

keeping clothes and householdkeeping clothes and household
items in order.The handle ofitems in order.The handle of

fabric baskets can bear muchfabric baskets can bear much
weight and tension, not easy toweight and tension, not easy to

tear apart. So you can easilytear apart. So you can easily
pull out cube storage bins frompull out cube storage bins from

high places for taking out orhigh places for taking out or
storing items.storing items.

Creative TransparentCreative Transparent
WindowWindow

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accurately.quickly and accurately.

PERFECT STORAGEPERFECT STORAGE
SOLUTION Multipurpose:SOLUTION Multipurpose:

Achieve house tidy with theseAchieve house tidy with these
chic closet organizer bins,chic closet organizer bins,
which are suitable to storewhich are suitable to store
clothes, magazines, toys,clothes, magazines, toys,

folded blankets and more! Thefolded blankets and more! The
storage organizer bins arestorage organizer bins are

designed to perfectly fit yourdesigned to perfectly fit your
closet, wardrobe, nursery,closet, wardrobe, nursery,

playroom, laundry room, officeplayroom, laundry room, office

various storage needs whilevarious storage needs while
keeping clothes and householdkeeping clothes and household

items in order.The handle ofitems in order.The handle of
fabric baskets can bear muchfabric baskets can bear much

weight and tension, not easy toweight and tension, not easy to
tear apart. So you can easilytear apart. So you can easily

pull out cube storage bins frompull out cube storage bins from
high places for taking out orhigh places for taking out or

storing items.storing items.

Creative TransparentCreative Transparent
WindowWindow

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accurately.quickly and accurately.

PERFECT STORAGEPERFECT STORAGE
SOLUTION Multipurpose:SOLUTION Multipurpose:

Achieve house tidy with theseAchieve house tidy with these
chic closet organizer bins,chic closet organizer bins,
which are suitable to storewhich are suitable to store
clothes, magazines, toys,clothes, magazines, toys,

folded blankets and more! Thefolded blankets and more! The
storage organizer bins arestorage organizer bins are

designed to perfectly fit yourdesigned to perfectly fit your
closet, wardrobe, nursery,closet, wardrobe, nursery,

playroom, laundry room, officeplayroom, laundry room, office
and so on.and so on.

Instant Visual CreativeInstant Visual Creative
Transparent WindowTransparent Window

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accuratelyquickly and accurately

Convenience CLEARConvenience CLEAR

cks,Scarves,Leggicks,Scarves,Leggi

ngs,T-ngs,T-

Shirts,JeansShirts,Jeans

The closet organizers andThe closet organizers and
storage can keep your clothesstorage can keep your clothes

as neat and accessible asas neat and accessible as
possible, and the closet andpossible, and the closet and

drawer organized. This clothesdrawer organized. This clothes
storage organizer can makestorage organizer can make

your organizing clothes easieryour organizing clothes easier
and faster and helps keepand faster and helps keep

clothes fresh and pressed. Sayclothes fresh and pressed. Say
goodbye to cluttered mess, yougoodbye to cluttered mess, you

can tell at a glance, to makecan tell at a glance, to make
dressing easier, and time willdressing easier, and time will

never be wasted findingnever be wasted finding
needed clothes. Whether youneeded clothes. Whether you

have a large walk-in closet or ahave a large walk-in closet or a
small reach-in closet, this 2small reach-in closet, this 2

pack clothing drawer organizerspack clothing drawer organizers
to keep your clothing and closetto keep your clothing and closet

organized.organized.

Multiuse: Multiuse: STORAGESTORAGE
BINSBINS

perfect for storing underwear,perfect for storing underwear,
socks, scarves, leggings andsocks, scarves, leggings and
skirts, T-shirts, jeans or otherskirts, T-shirts, jeans or other

items. You can store it initems. You can store it in
wardrobe, drawer, dresser, bedwardrobe, drawer, dresser, bed
bottom, etc. Note: Please paybottom, etc. Note: Please pay
attention to the product sizeattention to the product size
before purchasing, oversizedbefore purchasing, oversized
jeans may not be applicablejeans may not be applicable

PERFECT STORAGEPERFECT STORAGE
SOLUTION ?SnugglesSOLUTION ?Snuggles
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and so on.and so on.

Instant Visual CreativeInstant Visual Creative
Transparent WindowTransparent Window

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accuratelyquickly and accurately

Convenience CLEARConvenience CLEAR
WINDOW DESIGN WINDOW DESIGN

See- through window in theSee- through window in the
front for quick viewing what arefront for quick viewing what are

stored inside the container. stored inside the container.

WINDOW DESIGN WINDOW DESIGN

See- through window in theSee- through window in the
front for quick viewing what arefront for quick viewing what are

stored inside the container. stored inside the container.

Into Your Drawer:Into Your Drawer:

The storage bins for organizingThe storage bins for organizing
and declutering any space.and declutering any space.
Perfect for organizing andPerfect for organizing and

cutting down on clutter ,can becutting down on clutter ,can be
used to store clothingused to store clothing

,underwear, socks, sweatshirts,underwear, socks, sweatshirts
, toys, crafts and so on.Our, toys, crafts and so on.Our

seamless and modular designseamless and modular design
boxes lets you freely combine,boxes lets you freely combine,
mix and match multiple boxesmix and match multiple boxes
to make full use of your drawerto make full use of your drawer

space.space.

Easy to Storage AndEasy to Storage And
CleanClean

The partition of the clothes drawerThe partition of the clothes drawer
adopts mesh ventilation design,adopts mesh ventilation design,
which can effectively reduce thewhich can effectively reduce the
peculiar smell of clothes. Easy topeculiar smell of clothes. Easy to
fold and clean without damagingfold and clean without damaging

the product. Please wash bythe product. Please wash by
hand, do not use the machine.hand, do not use the machine.

These clothes storage organizingThese clothes storage organizing
box can be laid flat when not inbox can be laid flat when not in

use to save spaceuse to save space

ECO & USER-FRIENDLYECO & USER-FRIENDLY
Upgraded MaterialUpgraded Material

The new upgraded clothingThe new upgraded clothing
organizers made by pvc meshorganizers made by pvc mesh
+ PP board material. The four+ PP board material. The four

sides of wardrobe clothessides of wardrobe clothes
organizer are supported byorganizer are supported by

PVC boards, it is three-PVC boards, it is three-
dimensional and crisp, will notdimensional and crisp, will not
deform and improve ordinarydeform and improve ordinary
nylon mesh clothing storagenylon mesh clothing storage

bins the deformation, collapsebins the deformation, collapse
and other problems.and other problems.
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Wardrobe Clothes Storage BoxWardrobe Clothes Storage Box
with Small Windowwith Small Window

Wardrobe ClothesWardrobe Clothes

StorageStorage

Box PortableBox Portable

Closet OrganizerCloset Organizer

Mesh SeparationMesh Separation

Storage BoxStorage Box

Foldable ClosetFoldable Closet

Drawer OrganizerDrawer Organizer

For Underwear,SoFor Underwear,So

cks,Scarves,Leggicks,Scarves,Leggi

ngs,T-ngs,T-

Clear Window Fabric StorageClear Window Fabric Storage
Bin Organizer for ClosetBin Organizer for Closet

ShelvesShelves

Clear Window FabricClear Window Fabric

Storage Bin OrganizerStorage Bin Organizer

for Closet Shelvesfor Closet Shelves

Home Storage CubesHome Storage Cubes

Organizer withOrganizer with

HandlesHandles

Cube Storage Bins, 3 PacksCube Storage Bins, 3 Packs
Clear Window Fabric StorageClear Window Fabric Storage

Bin Organizer for ClosetBin Organizer for Closet
Shelves Home Storage CubesShelves Home Storage Cubes

Organizer with HandlesOrganizer with Handles

HIGH QUALITY:HIGH QUALITY:

The   collapsible storage binsThe   collapsible storage bins
with windows provide largewith windows provide large
storage space. The size ofstorage space. The size of

fabric bins is approximately:fabric bins is approximately:
10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These
storage cube bins can meetstorage cube bins can meet
various storage needs whilevarious storage needs while

keeping clothes and householdkeeping clothes and household

Foldable Fabric Cube StorageFoldable Fabric Cube Storage
Bins with Labels Window CardsBins with Labels Window Cards

Foldable Fabric CubeFoldable Fabric Cube
Storage Bins with 10Storage Bins with 10

Labels Window CardsLabels Window Cards
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Shirts,JeansShirts,Jeans

The closet organizers andThe closet organizers and
storage can keep your clothesstorage can keep your clothes

as neat and accessible asas neat and accessible as
possible, and the closet andpossible, and the closet and

drawer organized. This clothesdrawer organized. This clothes
storage organizer can makestorage organizer can make

your organizing clothes easieryour organizing clothes easier
and faster and helps keepand faster and helps keep

clothes fresh and pressed. Sayclothes fresh and pressed. Say
goodbye to cluttered mess, yougoodbye to cluttered mess, you

can tell at a glance, to makecan tell at a glance, to make
dressing easier, and time willdressing easier, and time will

never be wasted findingnever be wasted finding
needed clothes. Whether youneeded clothes. Whether you

have a large walk-in closet or ahave a large walk-in closet or a
small reach-in closet, this 2small reach-in closet, this 2

pack clothing drawer organizerspack clothing drawer organizers
to keep your clothing and closetto keep your clothing and closet

organized.organized.

Multiuse: Multiuse: STORAGESTORAGE
BINSBINS

perfect for storing underwear,perfect for storing underwear,
socks, scarves, leggings andsocks, scarves, leggings and
skirts, T-shirts, jeans or otherskirts, T-shirts, jeans or other

items. You can store it initems. You can store it in
wardrobe, drawer, dresser, bedwardrobe, drawer, dresser, bed
bottom, etc. Note: Please paybottom, etc. Note: Please pay
attention to the product sizeattention to the product size
before purchasing, oversizedbefore purchasing, oversized
jeans may not be applicablejeans may not be applicable

PERFECT STORAGEPERFECT STORAGE
SOLUTION ?SnugglesSOLUTION ?Snuggles

Into Your Drawer:Into Your Drawer:

The storage bins for organizingThe storage bins for organizing
and declutering any space.and declutering any space.
Perfect for organizing andPerfect for organizing and

cutting down on clutter ,can becutting down on clutter ,can be

items in order.The handle ofitems in order.The handle of
fabric baskets can bear muchfabric baskets can bear much

weight and tension, not easy toweight and tension, not easy to
tear apart. So you can easilytear apart. So you can easily

pull out cube storage bins frompull out cube storage bins from
high places for taking out orhigh places for taking out or

storing items.storing items.

Creative TransparentCreative Transparent
WindowWindow

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accurately.quickly and accurately.

PERFECT STORAGEPERFECT STORAGE
SOLUTION Multipurpose:SOLUTION Multipurpose:

Achieve house tidy with theseAchieve house tidy with these
chic closet organizer bins,chic closet organizer bins,
which are suitable to storewhich are suitable to store
clothes, magazines, toys,clothes, magazines, toys,

folded blankets and more! Thefolded blankets and more! The
storage organizer bins arestorage organizer bins are

designed to perfectly fit yourdesigned to perfectly fit your
closet, wardrobe, nursery,closet, wardrobe, nursery,

playroom, laundry room, officeplayroom, laundry room, office
and so on.and so on.

Instant Visual CreativeInstant Visual Creative
Transparent WindowTransparent Window

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accuratelyquickly and accurately

Convenience CLEARConvenience CLEAR
WINDOW DESIGN WINDOW DESIGN
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used to store clothingused to store clothing
,underwear, socks, sweatshirts,underwear, socks, sweatshirts

, toys, crafts and so on.Our, toys, crafts and so on.Our
seamless and modular designseamless and modular design
boxes lets you freely combine,boxes lets you freely combine,
mix and match multiple boxesmix and match multiple boxes
to make full use of your drawerto make full use of your drawer

space.space.

Easy to Storage AndEasy to Storage And
CleanClean

The partition of the clothes drawerThe partition of the clothes drawer
adopts mesh ventilation design,adopts mesh ventilation design,
which can effectively reduce thewhich can effectively reduce the
peculiar smell of clothes. Easy topeculiar smell of clothes. Easy to
fold and clean without damagingfold and clean without damaging

the product. Please wash bythe product. Please wash by
hand, do not use the machine.hand, do not use the machine.

These clothes storage organizingThese clothes storage organizing
box can be laid flat when not inbox can be laid flat when not in

use to save spaceuse to save space

ECO & USER-FRIENDLYECO & USER-FRIENDLY
Upgraded MaterialUpgraded Material

The new upgraded clothingThe new upgraded clothing
organizers made by pvc meshorganizers made by pvc mesh
+ PP board material. The four+ PP board material. The four

sides of wardrobe clothessides of wardrobe clothes
organizer are supported byorganizer are supported by

PVC boards, it is three-PVC boards, it is three-
dimensional and crisp, will notdimensional and crisp, will not
deform and improve ordinarydeform and improve ordinary
nylon mesh clothing storagenylon mesh clothing storage

bins the deformation, collapsebins the deformation, collapse
and other problems.and other problems.

See- through window in theSee- through window in the
front for quick viewing what arefront for quick viewing what are

stored inside the container. stored inside the container.
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12 Inch Storage Cubes Fabric12 Inch Storage Cubes Fabric
Organizer Bins Boxes withOrganizer Bins Boxes with

Leather HandlesLeather Handles

12 Inch Storage12 Inch Storage

Cubes FabricCubes Fabric

Organizer Bins BoxesOrganizer Bins Boxes

with Leather Handleswith Leather Handles

Cube Storage Bins, 3 PacksCube Storage Bins, 3 Packs
Clear Window Fabric StorageClear Window Fabric Storage

Bin Organizer for ClosetBin Organizer for Closet
Shelves Home Storage CubesShelves Home Storage Cubes

Organizer with HandlesOrganizer with Handles

HIGH QUALITY:HIGH QUALITY:

The   collapsible storage binsThe   collapsible storage bins
with windows provide largewith windows provide large
storage space. The size ofstorage space. The size of

fabric bins is approximately:fabric bins is approximately:
10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These
storage cube bins can meetstorage cube bins can meet
various storage needs whilevarious storage needs while

keeping clothes and householdkeeping clothes and household
items in order.The handle ofitems in order.The handle of

fabric baskets can bear muchfabric baskets can bear much
weight and tension, not easy toweight and tension, not easy to

tear apart. So you can easilytear apart. So you can easily
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Fabric Storage Bins with DualFabric Storage Bins with Dual
HandlesHandles

Storage Cubes?11Storage Cubes?11

Inch Cube StorageInch Cube Storage

Bins?Fabric CubbyBins?Fabric Cubby

Organizer BasketsOrganizer Baskets

with Dualwith Dual

Handles?FoldableHandles?Foldable

Closet ShelfCloset Shelf

Organization BoxesOrganization Boxes

MULTI-PURPOSEMULTI-PURPOSE
ORGANIZERS: AchieveORGANIZERS: Achieve

organizational bliss with theseorganizational bliss with these
chic, functional fabric drawers!chic, functional fabric drawers!
Designed to perfectly fit mostDesigned to perfectly fit most
cube organizers. Use in yourcube organizers. Use in your

linen closet, wardrobe, nursery,linen closet, wardrobe, nursery,
playroom, laundry room, officeplayroom, laundry room, office

and much more.and much more.

HIGHHIGH
QUALITY,SUPERIORQUALITY,SUPERIOR

Multi-color Collapsible StorageMulti-color Collapsible Storage
Cubes 11 Inch Foldable FabricCubes 11 Inch Foldable Fabric

Bins  Bins 

Multi-colorMulti-color
CollapsibleCollapsible

Storage Cubes 11Storage Cubes 11
Inch FoldableInch Foldable
Fabric BinsFabric Bins
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pull out cube storage bins frompull out cube storage bins from
high places for taking out orhigh places for taking out or

storing items.storing items.

Creative TransparentCreative Transparent
WindowWindow

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accurately.quickly and accurately.

PERFECT STORAGEPERFECT STORAGE
SOLUTION Multipurpose:SOLUTION Multipurpose:

Achieve house tidy with theseAchieve house tidy with these
chic closet organizer bins,chic closet organizer bins,
which are suitable to storewhich are suitable to store
clothes, magazines, toys,clothes, magazines, toys,

folded blankets and more! Thefolded blankets and more! The
storage organizer bins arestorage organizer bins are

designed to perfectly fit yourdesigned to perfectly fit your
closet, wardrobe, nursery,closet, wardrobe, nursery,

playroom, laundry room, officeplayroom, laundry room, office
and so on.and so on.

Instant Visual CreativeInstant Visual Creative
Transparent WindowTransparent Window

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accuratelyquickly and accurately

Convenience CLEARConvenience CLEAR
WINDOW DESIGN WINDOW DESIGN

See- through window in theSee- through window in the
front for quick viewing what arefront for quick viewing what are

stored inside the container. stored inside the container.

STURDY DESIGN:STURDY DESIGN:

The   collapsible storage binsThe   collapsible storage bins
with windows provide largewith windows provide large
storage space. The size ofstorage space. The size of

fabric bins is approximately:fabric bins is approximately:
10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These
storage cube bins can meetstorage cube bins can meet
various storage needs whilevarious storage needs while

keeping clothes and householdkeeping clothes and household
items in order.The handle ofitems in order.The handle of

fabric baskets can bear muchfabric baskets can bear much
weight and tension, not easy toweight and tension, not easy to

tear apart. So you can easilytear apart. So you can easily
pull out cube storage bins frompull out cube storage bins from

high places for taking out orhigh places for taking out or
storing items.storing items.

COLLAPSIBLE DESIGNCOLLAPSIBLE DESIGN

These versatile baskets areThese versatile baskets are
super easy to fold and storesuper easy to fold and store
compactly when not in use.compactly when not in use.

When you need 'em, they'll popWhen you need 'em, they'll pop
up in a flash, ready to store aup in a flash, ready to store a
variety of belongings such asvariety of belongings such as

underwear, socks, toys, crafts,underwear, socks, toys, crafts,
cleaning supplies and whatcleaning supplies and what

not..not..

PERFECT STORAGEPERFECT STORAGE
SOLUTION Multipurpose:SOLUTION Multipurpose:

Achieve house tidy with theseAchieve house tidy with these
chic closet organizer bins,chic closet organizer bins,
which are suitable to storewhich are suitable to store
clothes, magazines, toys,clothes, magazines, toys,

folded blankets and more! Thefolded blankets and more! The
storage organizer bins arestorage organizer bins are

designed to perfectly fit yourdesigned to perfectly fit your
closet, wardrobe, nursery,closet, wardrobe, nursery,

playroom, laundry room, officeplayroom, laundry room, office
and so on.and so on.
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Instant Visual CreativeInstant Visual Creative
Transparent WindowTransparent Window

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accuratelyquickly and accurately

ENVIRONMENTALLYENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY FRIENDLY

Just like you, we care deeplyJust like you, we care deeply
about our environment and it'sabout our environment and it's

protection. Our storage bins areprotection. Our storage bins are
made with eco-friendlymade with eco-friendly

materials that is sturdy yetmaterials that is sturdy yet
breathable - easy on yourbreathable - easy on your

hands, your belongings and thehands, your belongings and the
environment.environment.

Linen Fabric Storage CubesLinen Fabric Storage Cubes
with Leather Metal Handleswith Leather Metal Handles

Linen FabricLinen Fabric
Storage CubesStorage Cubes

with Leather Metalwith Leather Metal
HandlesHandles

Foldable Fabric Storage BinFoldable Fabric Storage Bin
with Cotton Rope Handlewith Cotton Rope Handle

Foldable FabricFoldable Fabric

Storage Bin withStorage Bin with

Cotton Rope Handle,Cotton Rope Handle,

Collapsible Fabric StorageCollapsible Fabric Storage
Cubes Organizer with HandlesCubes Organizer with Handles

Storage Cubes?11Storage Cubes?11

Inch Cube StorageInch Cube Storage

Bins?Fabric CubbyBins?Fabric Cubby
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Collapsible ResistantCollapsible Resistant

Basket Box OrganizerBasket Box Organizer

for Shelves, Closetfor Shelves, Closet

MULTI-PURPOSEMULTI-PURPOSE
ORGANIZERS: AchieveORGANIZERS: Achieve

organizational bliss with theseorganizational bliss with these
chic, functional fabric drawers!chic, functional fabric drawers!
Designed to perfectly fit mostDesigned to perfectly fit most
cube organizers. Use in yourcube organizers. Use in your

linen closet, wardrobe, nursery,linen closet, wardrobe, nursery,
playroom, laundry room, officeplayroom, laundry room, office

and much more.and much more.

HIGH QUALITY:HIGH QUALITY:

The   collapsible storage binsThe   collapsible storage bins
with windows provide largewith windows provide large
storage space. The size ofstorage space. The size of

fabric bins is approximately:fabric bins is approximately:
10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These
storage cube bins can meetstorage cube bins can meet
various storage needs whilevarious storage needs while

keeping clothes and householdkeeping clothes and household
items in order.The handle ofitems in order.The handle of

fabric baskets can bear muchfabric baskets can bear much
weight and tension, not easy toweight and tension, not easy to

tear apart. So you can easilytear apart. So you can easily
pull out cube storage bins frompull out cube storage bins from

high places for taking out orhigh places for taking out or
storing items.storing items.

Creative TransparentCreative Transparent
WindowWindow

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accurately.quickly and accurately.

Organizer BasketsOrganizer Baskets

with Dualwith Dual

Handles?FoldableHandles?Foldable

Closet ShelfCloset Shelf

Organization BoxesOrganization Boxes

MULTI-PURPOSEMULTI-PURPOSE
ORGANIZERS: AchieveORGANIZERS: Achieve

organizational bliss with theseorganizational bliss with these
chic, functional fabric drawers!chic, functional fabric drawers!
Designed to perfectly fit mostDesigned to perfectly fit most
cube organizers. Use in yourcube organizers. Use in your

linen closet, wardrobe, nursery,linen closet, wardrobe, nursery,
playroom, laundry room, officeplayroom, laundry room, office

and much more.and much more.

HIGH QUALITY:HIGH QUALITY:

The   collapsible storage binsThe   collapsible storage bins
with windows provide largewith windows provide large
storage space. The size ofstorage space. The size of

fabric bins is approximately:fabric bins is approximately:
10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These10.6" x 10.6" x 10.6". These
storage cube bins can meetstorage cube bins can meet
various storage needs whilevarious storage needs while

keeping clothes and householdkeeping clothes and household
items in order.The handle ofitems in order.The handle of

fabric baskets can bear muchfabric baskets can bear much
weight and tension, not easy toweight and tension, not easy to

tear apart. So you can easilytear apart. So you can easily
pull out cube storage bins frompull out cube storage bins from

high places for taking out orhigh places for taking out or
storing items.storing items.

Creative TransparentCreative Transparent
WindowWindow

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
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PERFECT STORAGEPERFECT STORAGE
SOLUTION Multipurpose:SOLUTION Multipurpose:

Achieve house tidy with theseAchieve house tidy with these
chic closet organizer bins,chic closet organizer bins,
which are suitable to storewhich are suitable to store
clothes, magazines, toys,clothes, magazines, toys,

folded blankets and more! Thefolded blankets and more! The
storage organizer bins arestorage organizer bins are

designed to perfectly fit yourdesigned to perfectly fit your
closet, wardrobe, nursery,closet, wardrobe, nursery,

playroom, laundry room, officeplayroom, laundry room, office
and so on.and so on.

Instant Visual CreativeInstant Visual Creative
Transparent WindowTransparent Window

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accuratelyquickly and accurately

 STURDY COTTON ROPE STURDY COTTON ROPE
HANDLESHANDLES

 Sturdy thickened cotton rope Sturdy thickened cotton rope
handles and full metal linedhandles and full metal lined
cutout grommets for comfortcutout grommets for comfort
grip and easy to carry aroundgrip and easy to carry around

even with a heavy loadeven with a heavy load

design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accurately.quickly and accurately.

PERFECT STORAGEPERFECT STORAGE
SOLUTION Multipurpose:SOLUTION Multipurpose:

Achieve house tidy with theseAchieve house tidy with these
chic closet organizer bins,chic closet organizer bins,
which are suitable to storewhich are suitable to store
clothes, magazines, toys,clothes, magazines, toys,

folded blankets and more! Thefolded blankets and more! The
storage organizer bins arestorage organizer bins are

designed to perfectly fit yourdesigned to perfectly fit your
closet, wardrobe, nursery,closet, wardrobe, nursery,

playroom, laundry room, officeplayroom, laundry room, office
and so on.and so on.

Instant Visual CreativeInstant Visual Creative
Transparent WindowTransparent Window

With unique clear windowWith unique clear window
design, the storage cubes allowdesign, the storage cubes allow
you clearly see the items insideyou clearly see the items inside

so that you can find itemsso that you can find items
quickly and accuratelyquickly and accurately

Convenience CLEARConvenience CLEAR
WINDOW DESIGN WINDOW DESIGN

See- through window in theSee- through window in the
front for quick viewing what arefront for quick viewing what are

stored inside the container. stored inside the container.
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Collapsible Fabric StorageCollapsible Fabric Storage
Cubes with Oval GrommetsCubes with Oval Grommets

Thicker Thicker Fabric StorageFabric Storage
Cubes Cubes 13 inch Collapsible 13 inch Collapsible

Storage Bins Storage Bins for Organization,for Organization,
Cubby Storage Baskets forCubby Storage Baskets for
Organizing Shelf CabinetOrganizing Shelf Cabinet

Bookcase BoxesBookcase Boxes

Color:Color:BlackBlack
Material:Material: non woven fabric + non woven fabric +

cardboardcardboard
Color:Color:blackblack

Dimension:Dimension:11 "x 11 " x 11 "11 "x 11 " x 11 "

2 STURDY METAL DUAL2 STURDY METAL DUAL
Handles HANDLESHandles HANDLES

These durable foldable storageThese durable foldable storage
organization bins cubes comesorganization bins cubes comes

with a sturdy handle on bothwith a sturdy handle on both
the front and back side, makingthe front and back side, making
it convenient for you to pull outit convenient for you to pull out
the bins from the shelves.Madethe bins from the shelves.Made
from sturdy non-woven Fabric .from sturdy non-woven Fabric .

Dimension:11 "x 11 " x 11 "Dimension:11 "x 11 " x 11 "

COLLAPSIBLE COLLAPSIBLE
STORAGE BINSSTORAGE BINS

he foldable feature of Fabriche foldable feature of Fabric
Drawer means that it’s space-Drawer means that it’s space-
saving and convenient to takesaving and convenient to take
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along. You could simply foldalong. You could simply fold
them up when you don’t use orthem up when you don’t use or
when you need them for travel.when you need them for travel.

PERFECT STORAGEPERFECT STORAGE
SOLUTIONSOLUTION

The storage bins for organizingThe storage bins for organizing
and declutering any space.and declutering any space.
Perfect for organizing andPerfect for organizing and

cutting down on clutter ,can becutting down on clutter ,can be
used to store clothingused to store clothing

,underwear, socks, sweatshirts,underwear, socks, sweatshirts
, toys, crafts and so on., toys, crafts and so on.

Easy to StorageEasy to Storage

This storage basket maximizesThis storage basket maximizes
storage possibilities bystorage possibilities by

providing you lightweight andproviding you lightweight and
space-saving solutions. Everyspace-saving solutions. Every
collapsible storage bins basketcollapsible storage bins basket
can be tucked away in closets,can be tucked away in closets,

dressers, side tables, underdressers, side tables, under
beds, in storage cubes, or abeds, in storage cubes, or a

shelf for laundry room, nursery,shelf for laundry room, nursery,
craft room, dorm, cars, pantries,craft room, dorm, cars, pantries,
toy rooms, bathrooms, kitchens,toy rooms, bathrooms, kitchens,

offices, bedroom, playroom,offices, bedroom, playroom,
living room, dining room, andliving room, dining room, and

more.more.

ECO & USER-FRIENDLYECO & USER-FRIENDLY
NONWOVEN FABRICNONWOVEN FABRIC

All our products can be folableAll our products can be folable
and easy carrying. This Fabricand easy carrying. This Fabric

Basket for Storage is made withBasket for Storage is made with
non-woven fabric, which is soft,non-woven fabric, which is soft,
breathable and non-irritating.breathable and non-irritating.

Besides, it’s a recyclableBesides, it’s a recyclable
material which won’t do muchmaterial which won’t do much

harm to the environment.harm to the environment.

Open storage boxOpen storage box
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MaterialMaterial Non wovenNon woven
DimensionDimension 11 "x 11 " x 11 " / 12 "x 12 " x 12 " / 13"x 13" x 13"11 "x 11 " x 11 " / 12 "x 12 " x 12 " / 13"x 13" x 13"

ColorColor black,gray,beigeblack,gray,beige
Packing detailsPacking details

Carton sizeCarton size 65x55x30cm65x55x30cm
Quantity/carton boxQuantity/carton box 60pcs60pcs

Gross weight/carton boxGross weight/carton box 20kgs/box20kgs/box
Net weight/carton boxNet weight/carton box 18kgs/box18kgs/box
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